Bickering over terminology. To say that we are all in Christ… that means we are literally all within the covering ("oversoul") of Christ.

Petty, petty, petty to say human aren’t even allowed to use common English words… as if most of the vocabulary is off limits because these occultists used all kinds of words...

Ummm, all books are made of words. The occultists wrote tons of books. Soooo… Can I never use any words ever written in their books? Or are you saying I just can’t use the words that you and Joanie have deemed shall never be used again by humans?

Petty, petty… that you bicker over terminology, knit-picking and missing the whole point.

WE ARE ALL IN CHRIST! WE ARE ALL UNDER HIS COVERING… THE ENTIRE BODY OF CHRIST IS LITERALLY POSSESSED BY THE HOLY SPIRIT OF CHRIST… HE IS OUR “OVERSOUL.”

Why would that offend you? Petty and ridiculous. Just looking for ways to cause division and strife when there is no reason at all.

BTW… I’m not afraid to use words to describe concepts. You guys won’t be able to twist me around into that useless legalism.

Even the Bible doesn’t say that we can never use words if an occultists ever used them in human history. Where do you guys get this stuff?

It never says anything like that in the Bible. You are writing your own religion… a religion you can use to attack your own brethren.

But I will not be subjugated to your rules and lists of “forbidden English words” that you fear and created for your new man-made religion. I obey the Holy Bible. I advise you to return to your First Love also, and stop with all the petty religious junk.

God bless you and yours!
Jan,
Perhaps instead of attacking us for exposing occult theology, maybe should look at some of your beliefs and pray about whether it is in fact that Holy Spirit or some other spirit that is guiding you. I'm trying to tell you - I am not your enemy, BUT THERE IS NO WAY I AM going to support the beliefs of Theosophy mixed with Christianity.

God Bless
Tony

What I have to say will be a commentary upon an expansion of the words found in the proem of *The Secret Doctrine*, that "All Souls are one with the Oversoul."
Alice A. Bailey Twenty-Four Books of Esoteric a Treatise on the Seven Rays Philosophy vol 1 page 6

Let me also add that your attitude to the imparted instruction should be that of the student who is seeking truth that can be verified and information that can be applied to the daily life and tested in the crucible of life experience. If, for instance, there are indeed seven rays, embodying seven types of divine energy, then a man should be able to recognise these types and energies in the particular field of phenomena in which he plays his little part. If the truth given is veiled in symbolism and offered as an hypothesis, it should at the same time be unveiled sufficiently so as to be recognisable, and should have in it if sufficient intelligent appeal to warrant its investigation. The words "All souls are one with the Oversoul" may and do, I believe, embody a basic and essential piece of information, but unless there is evidence in the world that there is appearing a living relation between all sentient beings, then the statement is meaningless. But the fact is that universal sentiency and a general awareness are recognised everywhere as existing and as developing. The world is full of knowledge, which is in the last analysis sentient response to conditions which exist, by minds which are developing but are not fully developed. It is becoming gradually apparent that under diversity lies a basic unity, and that our awareness is right and true and correct in so far as we can identify ourselves with this unity.
Alice A. Bailey Twenty-Four Books of Esoteric a Treatise on the Seven Rays Philosophy vol 1 page 6 -7

Understanding—a law which will eventually emphasize the eternal brotherhood of man and
Understanding—A law which will eventually emphasize the eternal brotherhood of man and the identity of all souls with the Oversoul, in the racial consciousness, as well as the oneness of the Life which pours through, permeates, animates and integrates the entire solar system. This Life functions therefore in and through all the planetary schemes, with their kingdoms of forms, and with all that can be included (throughout our solar universe) under the phrase "form life". That phrase itself contains three great and basic ideas: the ideas of life, of matter and of evolution.

Twenty-Four Books of Esoteric Philosophy a Treatise on the Seven Rays vol 1 page 191

The idea of patterns and the idea of conditioning hold definite occult implications. The workers in this department of esoteric work deal primarily with the world of patterns which underlie all the activities of the Oversoul and the individual souls. Forget not that this term "individual souls" is but a limiting phrase, used by the separative mind to indicate the aspects of one reality.

Esoteric Philosophy a Treatise on the Seven Rays vol 2 page 29

These words indicate the urge to devaluate the unreal and the undesirable, to discipline the lower nature till those choices are readily and easily made which lead to the discarding of that which imprisons or impedes the soul. The major concepts are the definitely and carefully chosen way or procedure which will free the soul from the world of forms and identify it, first of all, with itself (thus freeing it from the world illusion), and then with the world of souls, which is the consciousness of the Oversoul.

Esoteric Philosophy a Treatise on the Seven Rays Vol 2 page 80

We are, in reality, concerned with those basic trends and those innate tendencies in the divine expression which will ultimately bring about the manifestation of the Oversoul upon our planet.

Esoteric Philosophy a Treatise on the Seven Rays Vol 2 p 112

The relationship to other souls within the enveloping life of the Oversoul. Only through an understanding of this relation do we arrive at a practical knowledge that all souls are one Soul.

Esoteric Philosophy a Treatise on the Seven Rays Vol 2 p 122

I cannot impress too strongly upon aspirants in all occult schools that the yoga for this transition period is the yoga of one-pointed intent, of directed purpose, of a constant practice of the Presence of God, and of ordered regular meditation carried forward systematically and steadily over years of effort.

When this is done with detachment and is paralleled by a life of loving service, the awakening of the centres and the raising of the sleeping fire of kundalini will go forward with safety and sanity and the whole system will be brought to the requisite stage of "aliveness."

Alice A. Bailey Externalization of the Hierarchy page10-11

Overview of Blavatsky's teachings
The three fundamental propositions expounded in *The Secret Doctrine* are –[1]

1. that there is an omnipresent, eternal, boundless, and immutable reality of which spirit and matter are complementary aspects;
2. that there is a universal law of periodicity or evolution through cyclic change; and
3. that all souls are identical with the universal oversoul which is itself an aspect of the unknown reality.


"The fundamental identity of all Souls with the Universal Over-Soul... and the obligatory pilgrimage for every Soul—a spark of the former—through the Cycle of Incarnation (or 'Necessity') in accordance with Cyclic and Karmic law, during the whole term." The individual souls are seen as units of consciousness (Monads) that are intrinsic parts of a universal oversoul, just as different sparks are parts of a fire. These Monads undergo a process of evolution where consciousness unfolds and matter develops. This evolution is not random, but informed by intelligence and with a purpose. Evolution follows distinct paths in accord with certain immutable laws, aspects of which are perceivable on the physical level. One such law is the law of periodicity and cyclicity; another is the law of karma or cause and effect.[The Secret Doctrine: The Synthesis of Science, Religion, and Philosophy, pp. 274–275. Blavatsky

The three fundamental propositions in her book, *The Secret Doctrine*, represent a nineteenth century restatement of ancient ideas, coupled with a spiritual view of evolution. They propose:

- An Omnipresent, Eternal, Boundless and Immutable Principle on which all speculation is impossible, since it transcends the power of human conception and could only be dwarfed by any human expression or similitude
- The Eternity of the Universe *in toto* as a boundless plane, periodically the playground of numberless Universes incessantly manifesting and disappearing
- The fundamental identity of all Souls with the Universal Over-Soul


On 13/08/2019, at 10:22 PM, God is NOT dead <xtremerealitycheck@yahoo.com> wrote:
Use whatever you wish from our messages. I have nothing to hide. My hands are clean.

But tell that brood of vipers over there to stop harassing me and my family.

Look at the comment section on your and Joanie’s video… brood of vipers… a sewer of gossip and slander… shameful… a cancer to the Body.

Anyone with an ounce of discernment can see what you two have created is far worse than I’ve seen in any mainstream organized religion. Not an eye-dropper of the Holy Spirit in the whole negative nasty brood of vipers that you mounted as an army against your own brethren in Christ. May God forgive you all.

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From: Tony Koretz
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2019 11:40 PM
To: God is NOT dead
Subject: Re:

Can I please have permission from you to post this response of yours, and the other one where you call Joanie “uneducated” online as your response? Or better still can you copy and paste your responses from here onto the Youtube video or somewhere else publicly? Then people can see where you are coming from and decide whether or not they agree with you.

Tony

On 13/08/2019, at 2:02 PM, God is NOT dead <xtremerealitycheck@yahoo.com> wrote:

I get it. We've all known that the "church" always resists the Holy Spirit and refuses to even consider the enormity of the ETERNAL Supreme Being. I guess I just never thought you'd bow down to the attacks and influence of organized religion and allow them to subjugate you and the ACTUAL Word of God to their materialistic point of view.
I'm still a little shocked that such a few mainstreamers were able to close your mind so thoroughly, without ever even considering you don't know more than God. Or considering that God may speak to His servants even if you don't understand... that's how the religious Pharisees acted when Jesus Christ tried to teach them too... and they attacked His disciples. Nothing new under the sun. Pride, pride, pride... religion and traditions of men OVER the move of the Holy Spirit.

I'm glad you found your all-knowing leader in Joanie and the mainstream. Clearly, you are the first 2 humans I've met who know EVERYTHING about eternity. And all the learning is NOW finished. Ha... that's sarcasm. But seriously, I pray you both stop fighting the Holy Spirit... that puts you in the same boat with mainstream organized religion... and the Pharisees. I love Jesus Christ with all my heart. And I serve Jesus Christ with all my heart. It's so sad that your arrogance and pride make you think that you are the all-knowing one, and the only one He ever speaks to. Please repent, and He'll open the doors and remove the restraints.

Acts 7:51

"You stiff-necked people! Your hearts and ears are still uncircumcised. You are just like your ancestors: You always resist the Holy Spirit!

Love ya! I pray you get free from religion/pride and can finally stop fighting the Holy Spirit.
God bless - Jan